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GoEducate Overview
GoEducate™
Based in Rancho Cordova, CA, GoEducate, Inc (GE) is a technology company redefining how
people access and experience education and pathways to work. GoEducate’s engineering team
was previously involved in global telecommunications and cellular network development, data
interoperability and scalability. GE’s CEO was part of the U.S. Air Force space communications
program before becoming a telecommunication entrepreneur in Silicon Valley. GE has secure
funding as it begins its regional and state-level work to redefine pathway management, regional
education-to-work coordination and virtual student support and collaboration.
In most regions and states, the pathway activity in, and between, institutions, agencies,
foundations and organizations is inefficient and its effectiveness cannot be evaluated because of
a lack of outcomes measurement across multiple organizations. Consequently, there are few
modern mechanisms for supporting and guiding students and adult learners on their full journeys
through various education and training organizations on their way to jobs and careers. This is
especially true during the Covid conditions and for re-skilling and re-entry.

The GoEducate Ecosystem
GE’s main objective is to provide the “missing” infrastructure for connecting education,
workforce, and economic development in a single cloud-based platform.
Through the GE ecosystem, educators, support organizations and employers can connect regional
education and training pathways that integrate directly into employer pipelines to develop and
find high-quality talent to fill local and regional workforce needs for a resilient and agile
workforce.
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GoEducate Overview
GoEducate’s Platform: Three Interconnected Solutions
GoPathways (Learners) – GoPathways is a coordinated system to
create and promote the development of career pathways that moves
students seamlessly through the system, from high school through
graduation and into the workforce. GoPathways, unlike many
solutions in education and workforce, has been developed under
stringent industrial standards so that it can support learner
pathways through the many “point solutions” across education and
employment technologies such as student information systems
(SIS) enrollment and catalog systems (CMS), learning
management systems (LMS), customer relations management
(CRM), credential systems such as blockchain and also connect via
API, into labor data, O*NET, HR, commercial and social
platforms.

GoHubbs (Collabora6on Networks) – GoHubbs makes it easy to
discover knowledge, find experts and collaborate with each other
in topical discussions creating a new paradigm of social interaction
that will change the way we learn and work.

GoPartners (Aggregate Data) – GoPartners DataHub will provides
a unified data repository for use in statewide coordination and
auditing of all programs. GoPartners enables the secure and
consistent alignment, collection and reporting of key performance
accountability outcome metrics for various state and federal
programs such as Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act
(WIOA) and Strong Workforce Program (SWP).
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